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Information:

Name: Circus

Theme: Circus/Carneval

Production year: 2017
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Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

3 flippers

4 pop bumpers

2 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

3 ramps

1-bank spot target (1)

2-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank spot targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Circus 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2017
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Only played 2 games so far but already seen the promise behind that little indie game ( gem :) )
Like the graphics and retro sound effects, gameplay itself is a nice mix between solitaire ( a little less ) and and some rpg card
games ( more like arcomage or magic ). The overall experience is quite good hope that there will be a lot more content to see
further in the game but till now it really is a thumbs up.
Ill update my short review if i experience more good or bad sides.

Ger: Ganz gutes Kartenspiel , welches ein paar elemente aus verschiedenen Kartenspielen mixt. Nichts zu kompliziertes aber
trotzdem dass man ab und zu ein wenig ins strategische Grübeln kommen kann.
Nicht mehr und nicht weniger, aktualisiere aber mein Review wenn ich mit weiterer Spielzeit mehr gesehen habe. This is a fun
little game that feels like a mash-up of Samurai Warriors crossed with the old 4 Player Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles from the
arcades way back in the day with the fable like elements of Okami tossed in.

I love the character designs (Kaguya is adorable), the music is great, and the attacks (both normal and special) are really
impressive - I mean come on, a rabbit archery brigade just looks hilarious.

Now, the movement is a little stiff in that it is strictly 4 directionial, but once you start to get used to that, the game does become
a lot easier to navigate around in. One other thing worth mentioning is that while playing, try not to button mash like you might
in say Samurai Warriors\/Dynasty Warriors. Button mashing will get you creamed here (you can't move an attack at the same
time); so keep your attacks light so you keep your feet moving and you'll have a lot of fun with Princess Kaguya.. Worst. Game.
Ever. Don't buy it it's just another Unity assets game. sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo bad.
Always loved Space Gaming, However, I'm more of a First-Person flyer.

This Space Battling game is more of a Top Down type a game, with Weapon Upgrades and Engine upgrades, In fact, you can
upgrade virtual anything.

Win other ships in a fight, Some really nice Graphics, Though I'm not keen on the Textures when ships explode, The close up
view makes It look Cheap and Tacky, Please try fixing the Graphical look and feel of explosions.

If you love Gaming in Space, Then go for it, It's a great Game and Personally, I was surprised I really started to like it.

Get It, If you don't like what you play, Then just get a Refund, Easy as that and you lost nothing and Gained knowledge about
the Game.

MORE "" DLC "" HD TEXTURES, SHIP TYPES, WEAPONS PACKS ETC.. it's pretty fun to play with a friend.
that's all.
puzzle's got too frustrating for me to have fun.
playing battle against AI is waaay too easy.
it's fun the first few hours.
solving puzzles battlling AI.
but it's just downhill from there.. An exciting game for all that wants a taste of luck with firefighting! firefighters 2014 is a
game witch takes u thru the daring life of a german firefighter. And excites u big time. However heres the pros and cons

pros

1. Its a game of fast paced action.
2. Takes you thru different scenes of operation.
3. A simple to use management system for ur tools.
4. A massive station with varieties of interactions.
5. realistic fire trucks for realistic gameplay.

cons
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1. Easy to glitch game
2. Crashes on mission 2 fire at the BBQ shack
3. easy toppled trucks
4. Sometime complicated map usage

Solution to glitches

1. Send the crash code to the game developers
2. if continuos crashing then dont use so many keys at once.
3. slow down when driving.
4. dont run fast.

If any of these solutions do not work try refreshing the game by uninstalling and then reinstalling the game

HAVE FUN!
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kinda early access good. This is the perfect game 10 out of 10 better than the witcher 3 wuold recomend to a friend. I love this
developer. He was kind enough to give me a beta key for the original game upon asking so it's nice to see him create additional
content in order to fix the issue of not being able to keep the game in my library.

I really enjoyed the original game so any additional content is great for me and a nice way to put some cash in the pocket of a
generous, friendly and not to mention talented developer. Well worth the purchase.. Good dlc plenty of treasure chests with
good items, also gives a lot of exp from the 3 maps. The title says it all, when you play you really do find out you don't know
jack about movies. The game was obviously made quite a while ago without HD resolutions in mind and it's definitely not a
game for kids with all the adult humor which was definitely a good thing in my situation. This has made a great addition to my
party game line-up.. Very hard, good gaem.. Build your civilization house by house! Dominate in scenarios by defeating brutal
barbarians and finish the campaign. I've spent lots of time on this fun game!. Hey Member games like Micro Machines and
Super Off road? YEAH! I MEMEBER!

Serious nostalgia trip this game is worth it still in early access so I only see this game getting better

Member playing against your friends and them crying? I MEMBER!. This game is the most in depth and fulfilling experience I
have ever had the pleasure to take part in. From the very start you are blessed with perfection. Nothing can come close to the
power of this game, absolutely godly 100/10. This has to be one of the best games I've ever played. Its simplistic graphics keep
kids detached enough that it can be fun without being traumatizing. It certainly isn't an easy task doing what is required of these
pilots. It might not be AAA quality, but its story and history make up for that. Again, well done.
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